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MESSAGE

The Regional Institute of English, Chandigarh was set up to bring
about qualitative improvement in the teaching of English in our
schools and colleges.

the iournal of the Institute, aims at communicating
its message of excellence across the fraternity of teachers and
students in the region.
FELT,

My good wishes to the institute and to FELT. May we
succeed in our joint endeavour.

P-)ur,r*lr^.
( Raji P.Shrivastava )
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MESSAGE
I am happy to know that the Regional Institute of English, Chandigarh is reviving its ELT
journal fBI-f (Focus on English Language Teaching). I believe that it will be beneficial
for all people working and doing research in the field of ELT'
My best wishes to the RIE and FELT.

Director Public Instruction (S)
Chandigarh Administration
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From the Director's Desk
As the wings of globalization spread their reach to encompass many more nations, the
English language shed its elitist bias further to embrace the masses. It invigorated
curriculum planners to redefine changed learner needs and usher in innovative methods
and materials of learning.
And once the political leadership had acknowledged English as one of the essentials for a
nation's socio-economic progress, states like Punjab, Haryana, HP, J&K, Gujrat,
Maharashtra, Orissa and W Bengal were quick to adopt English in education at the
primary level too to benefit schools located in semi-rural, rural and tribal areas. At the
higher level of education, the undergraduates saw the initiation of Functional English
while the market forces propelled the birth of programmes like C-TOSS, which are
largely orientation courses in English communication skills.

The unprecedented growth in the number of those desirous of learning English has
created a dearth of competent teachers. In times such as these, the Regional Institute of
English can attempt to address the crisis by penetrating into every classroom of the
under-privileged urban sectors and widening its sweep to cover every classroom in the
far-flung rural and tribal belts to provide many more model teachers and samples of
Standard English. The most plausible means of achieving the target is the production of
technology-supported training and teaching programmes. Various Media forms like TV,
radio, and periodicals are well-integrated in the popular culture and different formats of
these media forms should be exploited to educate the masses in English. In the recent
past, Japan and Ireland have utilized TV software to spread the reach of their teacher
training programmes of English. PBS (Public Broadcasting Service) in the US has
telecast several series of ELT (English Language Teaching) programmes for young
learners of English. The RIE can follow suit by producing software for the Edusat in
collaboration with the State Boards of Education.
In addition, the print media, which continues to hold strong ds the cheapest medium of
educating people needs to be utilized fully and this explains the revival of the RIE
journal: Focus in its new avtar, Focus on English Language Teaching (FELT).
FELT carries research-based articles, ready-to-use learner-centred activities/ lesson plans
and updates in linguistics and ELT. It reflects convictions and apprehensions of a
fraternity sharing similar concerns, the concern of equipping a generation with requisite
linguistic skills and of empowering the teacher with the related knowledge.
Further, it connects with the community by inviting them to share the platform.

Sharda Kaushik

1V

Editorial
The start of the twenty first century has seen the English Language as a very important
global language. English has always been an important language and in the present
scenario it has become the language of business, industry, and the IT sector which are
generating immense job opportunities for people who have reasonable English
communication skills.
The need of the day, therefore, is to equip people with proficiency in the language, so that
they are able to live up to the expectations and demands of these job opportunities. This
process should start very early, i.e. in school. The teachers should take care that they give
importance to language skills in their classes rather than merely completing the syllabus.
The teachers have to take on themselves the responsibility of teaching them language and
not textbooks; preparing them not only for their school tests but also for future by
adopting right and suitable methods and techniques.

This issue of FELT lays emphasis on teaching and developing the skills of language with
special reference to the skills of listening and speaking. The articles include many
motivating activities that can be taken up by the teachers at various levels. This issue is
an attempt to provide a direction to the practicing teachers in the field. It is expected that
these teachers with their experience, insight and efforts would make their teaching a
rewarding experience.
Vandana Lunyal.
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Listening For Fun, Listening To Learn: Musicaily yours
*Sharda Kaushik
The skill

of listening is perhaps the easiest to learn. However, it remains the
most
neglected among the linguistic skills to be taught,
due to which many learners fail to
grow up as efficient listeners. An average teachir
neglects it on the u..u-ption that the
acquisition of this skill happens quite onlt, om while
she lays stress on the development
of other skills' suchan assumption betrays the ignorance
of the teacher on two planes:
* that the skill of listening
comprises several sub-skills which need to be taught
* that the acquisition
of the sub-skills requires concentr-ated effort which needs
to
be made by the learners, to be achieved through
weil-designed tasks.
The teacher has to be good manager in the conduct
o1learning activities focused on the
.a
various sub-skills of listening.
Besides, she should be imaginative and creative
enough to
design or at least modify the existing ones to suit
the leamers. This expectation from a
teacher makes it necessary for a teacher to
develop an understanding oi tt .titt under
consideration.
"

Listening is an active linguistic skill which challenges
the notion held by many linguists
and teachers in the recent past that listening
alfng with reading does not invite a
proactive participation from the learner which
speatlig a"a writing do. The fact is that
Listening involves both top-down (macro to
micro) a'nd bottom-up (micro to macro)
processes' as well as an understanding
and knowledge of the languag. .on..-.d. And
what complements them is the knowleJge of the
worlJ.

when learners encounter verbal discourse, they engage
their mental faculties in speech
perception' Its breakdown amounts to discriminatinislunds,
recognizing word stress laid
on certain syllables, observing pauses, followin! stress patterns
and distinguishing
urrl.r
different intonation forms wrrictr nltp to interpret
th; messagJ;;;;;il.ru
Identifying the string of sounds as a word,
interpreting the message it canies by
contextualizing it within its-- lexical, grammatical, ^semaitic
and pragmatic range is
essential to acquiring the skill of listening.
So is sentence processing basic to it, where
learners detect the sentence constituents,
in other words, it's structural frame, to decode
and comprehend
the message.

In case the discourse is difficult to interpret on account
of ambiguous words,
train themselves

leamers

in selecting the relevant or the most plausible
meaning of the ambiguous
words to construct, what we call, the literal
*.unirg,
not
the discourse,s
possible connection with the associated
"*t.." ignoring
knowledge
the
words are located.
cohesive

devices contribute towards making the discJurse
comprehendible as the listener
tries to infer the implied intention of the
message before responding. This process also
prepares them to predict what may
follow next.
*Sharda Kaushik
is Director, Regional Institute of English,
Chandigarh

the metropolitan
Every learner needs to train their ears to varied accents, such as
also learning to
while
etc'
educated Indian accent, British accent, American accent,

should face no
discem varied voice compositions and delivery styles. The teacher
Radio'
difficulty in procuring different accent samples of discourses from TV channels'
involving
at
aimed
DVDs/ ilDs,'etc. The'teacher's innovative eipressions in task design

for learners should be
learners actively will yield desired results. The materials used
authentic, close to their everyday life and interesting'
provide the teacher
The vast collections of songs available at the international level can
based on
compositions
song
are
There
with rich resources of autheitic teaching materials.
affective
the
to
nearly every human emotion and they can make a tremendous appeal
learner
urp".t, of the learner's personality. Music can also meet the cognitive demands of
pull
inexplicable
an
with
needs. Songs are easy io -"*o.ire as human beings are born
to unintentional
for repeateJ listening of songs. Constant listening of the same song leads
Barber
language'
of
absorption
in
the
reviewing of the ,or,! fo, u long time which results
whereas
phenomenon"
"din
in Kraslien 1983) describes this tendency as the
(1980,
"it"d
we keep subtvturphey (1988) refers to it as "the song stuck in my head process", where
vocalizing the song.
being's
Music serves as multi-sensory input and comes much before speech in a human
article
This
classroom.
the
life. Therefore, it should serve as an involving resource in
should be
carries tasks planned around songs for various levels. Songs used in this article
can be
easily available in the market. In case the teacher fails to get them, the songs
treated as poems and read out aloud by her.

Level: Elementary
Tasks
and answel
1 Listen to the three stanzas (Sts) of the song Oolappalomabalanca repeatedly
the questions given below. The text follows.
When the sun shines on the mountain
And the night is on a run
It's a new day, it's a new daY
As I fly up to the sun. (St 1)
Oolappalomabalanca
I just a bird in the skY
Oolappalomabalanca
Oh where the mountains I flY
No one can take mY freedom awaY
Yes, no one can take mY freedom away.
Once I had my share of crying
Oh they locked me on a chain
Yes they tried to take mY Power

2

Oh I still can feel the pain (St 2)

QlTick mark the correct choice to complete the statement:
The last sound of the word shines (St 1) is the same as that produced by the
underlined letters in the words given below:

.

o
o

zip

gip
ship
(Teaching point: Pronunciation)

following blanks:
Q2 Find the rhyming words from the song to fill up the
o mountain
o sky
o chain
(Teaching point: Pronunciation)
Q3 Tick mark the correct choiceJo complete the statement:
The song speaks of the bird^tinfthffiy when she is

o
o
.
.

in the sky
in the mountains
on a chain
near the sun
(Teaching point: ComPrehension)

Q4 Tick mark the correct choice to complete the statement:
The song celebrates

.
o
.
.

memofles
freedom
night time
power
(Teaching point:

ComPrehension)

,

Q5 Identify errors and correct them:
o When the sun shine on the mountains
. On"" f nad my share of crying
. Oh they locked me onp'hain
(Teaching point: Grammar)

lb

and TV advertisements can be used to teach children
listening. Primary school leirners relate to the repetitive refrains and choruses of musical
compositions which come as pleasant alternatives to pronunciation drills. They assist in

Besides songs, jingles

fromji&o

training the voice in melody while attending to vocabulary, grammar and meaning in
listening.
What follows is a complete lesson plan that can be taken up in higher classes of English
education.

;

Level: Advanced
Lesson Plan
Song-basedlessononLeonardCohen,s..Suzanne,,(|961)ColumbiaRecords
3language teaching objectives per lesson'
objectives: Normally there should be only 2 or
many more skills/ elements of listening
However, this plan has been prepared to sample
itself very well to such a situation' It is
that can be taught through songs. This song llnds
dense in meaning and is unusually long'

l.Introduction
compositions with very little musical
Leonard Cohen is a Canadian poet who sings his
accompaniment .. '
Warming uP (PreJistening)
read it and discuss with your partner what
Ql. Fill in the Utarrt , u. yoJwould like to
the number of words missing'
the stanza is about. it ngur.. in the brackets indicate

2.

"

Stnl Ll

Suzanne '" " (1) You down
.

(3)

L2

To her place

L3

You can hear the boats go bY

L4

'"""(5)

L5

..(1) you know she's .

L6

.

...'.(1) that's why

.

......'

besideher

"'" "

"

.

And

L8

That come all the waY from China

L9

And

....(s)

.. (3) mean to tell her

... (4) love to give her

L10

(4) on her wave-length

Ll1

.(1) she lets the river answer

Ll2
Ll3

..

(3) tea and oranges

L7

.

"(2)

That you

.

4

..(s)

3. Listening

Q2' Listen to the

l't

repeatedly to the song,

sranza given above and complete it
if needed)

with the correct words. (Listen

4. Listening

Q3' Listen to the 2nd stanzaand write down the wordings. The best way
to do it is to
catch the first word of each line, write it, catch
and write i. *ury as possible of the rest
of the line but not miss the first word of the second
line and each of the lines that follow.
one can keep coming back to the lines with every
,ubs"querrt listening of the song. The
chorus has been done for you.

Chl

And you want to t ravel with her
And you want to travel blind
And you know she will trust you
For you touched her perfect body with your mind

Stn 2

5. Listening

Q4' Listen to the 3'd stanza and make necessary corrections. chorus
2"d stanzais slightrv different from the r"
J;;;1M;il;HIe

2

givenaftei: the

changes in it.

Ch2

And you want to travel with him
And you want to travel blind
And you know he will trust you
For you have touched your perfect body with your
mind

Stn.3 Now

Suzanne

will

take your hand

And will lead you to the river bank
She

will

be wearing white frock and feathers

Got from Salvation

A*y

Center

And the sun,pours down some honey
On our ladder near the harbour

And she will show you where to look
Among the garlands and the flowers
There are heroes in the serenity
There are children in waiting

They are lending some love
They will lend that way forever

While Suzanne who holds the mirror.
6. Listening (may be repeated as many times as needed)
Q5.Mark pauses with in the song by making slash signs (/).
Q6' Identify the w_o1ds which are sung as contractions, and replace them accordingly.
Enclose the just faintly audible words in brackets.(The complete answer,
ie the text of
the song is given below.)
Stn.l Suzanne takes you down I
To her place near the river 2
You can hear the boats go by 3
You can spend the night beside her 4

And you know she is half crazy 5
But that is why you want to be there 6
And she feeds you tea and oranges 7
That come all the way from China g
And just when you mean to tell her 9
That you have no love to give her l0
Then she gets you on her wave-length l
And she lets the river answer 12
That you've always been her lover l3

Chl

l

And you want to t ravel with her I
And you want to travel blind 2
And you know she will trust you 3
For you touched her perfect body with your mind 4

Stn.2 And Jesus was a sailor 1
When he walked upon the water 2
And he spent a long time watching 3
From his lonely wooden tower 4
And when he knew for certain 5
Only drowning men could see him 6
He said all men will be sailors 7
Then until the sea shall free them g
But he himself was broken 9

Long before the sky would open l0
Forsaken almost human 11
He sank beneath your wisdom like a stone 12

Ch2

And you want to travel with him 1
And you want to travel blind 2
And you think may be you will trust him 3
For he has touched your perfect body with his mind 4

Stn.3 Now

Suzanne takes your hand 1
And she leads you to the river 2
She is wearing rags and feathers 3
From Salvation Army Counter 4
And the sun holds down like honey 5

On our l... near the harbour 6
And she shows you where to look 7
Among the garbage and the flowers 8
There are heroes in the ciwies 9
There are children in the morning 10
They are leaning out for love 11
They will lean that way forever 12
While Suzanne who holds the mirror 13
7.

Vocabulary
Q7.In pairs, discuss what is understood by the following words/ phrases within the
context.
...gets you on her wave-length (Stl-L11)

...to travel blind (Ch L2)
...the sky would open (St 2-Ll0)
...heroes in the ciwies (St3-L9)

...holds the mirror (St3-L13)
8. Grammar
Q8.In groups, discuss the relevance oflthe role played by the

l't word in each line.

9. Comprehension
Q9.In groups, share your understanding of the following:
*For you touched her perfect body with your mind (Ch-L4)
xWhen he walked upon the water (St2-L2)

*Salvation Army Counter (St3-L4)

10.

Writing

Suzanne and write her
e10. In-groups, discuss the impressions you have formed about

character sketch.
11. Project

surveys on Leonard Cohen's
e1 l.Learners may work in groups to research/ conduct
class.
the
project
in
works and present the

Level: Intermediate

Worksheet: The song given below lends itself well for teaching listening'
"Jamaica Farewell" by Harry Belafonte (1957)
st.1

Down the way where the nights are gay
And the sun shines daily on the mountain top
I took a trip on a sailing shiP
And when I reached Jamaica I made a stop

Ch

But I am sad to say, I'm on mY way
Won't be back for many a daY
My heart is down my head is tuming around
I had to leave a little girl in Kingstontown

St.2

Down at the market You can hear
Ladies cry out by long their heads they bear
Archi rice salt fish are nice
And the rum is f,tne any time of Year

St.3

Sounds of laughter everywhere
And the dancing girls sway to and fro
I must declare my heart is there
Though I've been from Maine to Mexico

References
Kanel, K. R. (1996). Teaching with Music. Tokyo: Seibido.
Krashen, S. D. (1983). The din in the head, input, and the language acquisition device.
Foreign Language Annal, I 6, 4l-44.
Murphey, T.(1988). The discourse of pop song lyrics. IATEFL Newsletter. 100(80, 3637)

Other References
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Developing Oral Skills

-

Having Fun with Pictures

* Bindu Bajwa
* Vandana Lunyal
The National Policy on Education (1986) emphasized that learning should be child
centered. An interactive approach brings about greater learning as compared to a teacher
centered approach. In the context of primary education this has even greater relevance.
The elementary stage is marked by the child's rapidly expanding world in which the five
senses play a vital role- whatever the learner can see, hear, taste, touch(feel), smell- is
quickly integrated into his world schema. If the teacher is able to make use of the senses
to promote English language learning, it can become a valuable tool. Based on this
perception, it is widely acknowledged that visuals play a crucial role in learning whether
it is a content subject or a skill subject.
The world around the child is like an unread book and it can be exploited to develop the
oral skills in learners at the primary stage. Children are impressionistic and absorb
impressions quickly if things are concretized. The impressions remain in the mind long
after the teaching has taken place. They quickly soak up the world through their senses
like a blotting paper soaks up the ink from a surface.
Development of language means development of all the language skills- reading, writing,
listening and speaking. In order to teach language, the teacher should make it meaningful
and productive. It must include a communicative quality in order to succeed.
Pictures can be exploited to teach language in a communicative way. They become a
useful medium for promoting oral skills (listening and speaking). The first pre-requisite
for this approach is a relaxed classroom marked by a friendly, non-threatening
environment. The teacher plays the role of a participant in addition to managing the
classroom activity. Secondly, the language classroom is not a silent classroom. This does
not mean that it is a noisy classroom. It simply means that the children are engaged in
meaningful language practice i.e. listening and speaking. Two activities related to
pictures are suggested below:

Activity I
Picture description
The picture given below can be used in the following ways:
to talk about colours(children's imagination)
names of insects
numbers
movements

-

* Bindu Bajwa & Vandana Lunyal

are Senior Lecturers in Regional Institute of English, Chandigarh.

9

I

l

Stage

I (Colour naming)

At this

stage the teacher will provide a colour key to the children for colouring the
picture. This will be done by numbering the things in the picture. The teacher will show
the colour and name it in order to classify the instructions. e.g.
Colour the leaf green. Instead of saying this, the teacher will take out the colour
and show it to the children and then ask them to colour the leaf green.
The colouring stage is a combination of two activities - language practice and colouring.
The colours are used to familiarize the learner with the English names of the colours and
also the object in the picture.

Stage

II (Oral communication

stage)

At this stage the learners engage in communication by talking about the picture. Children
are invited to say something or ask something about the picture. This can be related to
different things, beginning with the simplest:

a) Colours and names
b) Numbers

c) Talking about different insects - grasshopper, caterpillar,
Teacherts language

Q. What do you see in the picture?
are there?
Q. How
What
is
the
colour
?
Q.
you
say something about it?
Q Can

many

of

ladybird, ants, bees, etc.

Learner's language
I see (a)
There is/are
It is

e.g. It has small legs.

l0

It is green.
It hops.
It flies.

Note: If the learner responds in the mother tongue, the teacher can appreciate it and
provide the English equivalent. she can conduct a little drill for it.
Having fun
Which other thing/animal hops?
Which other thinglanimal crawls?
Include actions to illustrate movements (hop, crawl, fly, etc.)

Activity

2

Spot the differences:

The teacher can select/draw two pictures which are similar but have some differences
built into them in terms of the number of things, size of things, shape, or even missing
element. e.g.
'

tr;i

r

l(l ( ltt: (lifIr:{-(:r
.)-. " '

r<:etlsi

rTil'
,\i )\
,t

Picture A

Stage

Picture B

I

In the first stage the activity should be conducted as a whole class activity with big

pictures on the board or on charts.

,,

I

Stage

II

sets of pictures which can be then
In this stage, children can work in groups on different
groups in the class, the teacher can use
exchanged between groups. Supposle there are six
between the groups'
six sets of pictures. itr.r. can then be exchanged
Language required:
but in picture B there islare
in picture A there are

e.g'Inpi"tu."Athereu..t*ot,""sbutinpictureBtherearethreetrees.
allows children to apply their mental
Spot the difference is a challenging activity which
doing'
in u fu"g;gJ activity. It is a real task which children enjoy
skills while
is to
teacher
the
"rgugirg
riltt'tur. fun talking about it' The role of

-'

If the childr"n

l,,t"V

"rr3of
ensurethatthelanguagegeneratedisthetargetlanguagei.e.E,nglish
must ensure the following:
To ensure that these activities ale successful, the teacher
1. Give clear instructions'
2. Illustrate with a clear example'
3. Provide systematic guidance at every stage'
language with correct
4. Conduct short drills when necessary to practice the needed
stress and intonation'
5. The children should feel free to talk without inviting censure.
without making the learner
6. Use of mother tongue should be gradually phased out
conscious - by supplying English equivalent when needed'
pictures in the classroom' They
Creativity, fun and imagination are integral to the use. of
.,rurLu. kinds of language practice. They are easily available and
lend themselves to
the most inexpensive, easy
provide variety and enjoyment in the clasiroom. Pictures are
teacher to become
language
the
of
to use visual aids. what iliey require is the imagination
a useful resource.

References
Byrne, Donn. Teaching Oral English, Longman, 197 6'
UP,1992'
Ur, penny & Andrew furight. Five Minute Activities, Cambridge
1984'
ELT'
Wrigt"t,, indre*. 1000+ Ficturesfor Teachers to Copy, Collins
Press, 1998.
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Developing Active Listening Skills through Story
Teling

* Vandana Lunyal
* Bindu Bajwa
Listening is not merely not talking
it means taking a
vigorous human interest in what is being told us.
You can listen
like a blank wall or like a splendid auditorium where
every sound
comes back faster and richer.
Alice Duer Miller
Language skills are often broadly catego.rized
as active and passive. while ,Listening,
and 'Reading' are con-sidered passive,;speaking,
and ,writing, are considered active.

This categorization of the skills leads to a very
convenient description of skills, but it
is this categorization only due to which ,Listeningi una
.Reading,
are given
peripheral treatment and are neglected in
a language cliss-room. Generally, listening
and reading are considered as 'not tulking'
urd Troi*riting; activities respectivel.., an
anomalous mindset that needs to be changed.

Any language development is considered to have taken
place only if all the four skills
are given their due importance. In order that
listening g",. it, .t ur" of importance, we
may ask ourselves the following questions

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

)

Do we listen or hear (when the other person speaks)?
For how long can we listen?
For how long do we listen?
What do we listen to?
What should the children listen to?
What would they like to listen to?

The answers to these questions are quite simple
and we don,t reaily need much
research to answer them. Generally, everyone
who is normal and healthy can hear
but not everyone is a good ristener. Hearing is
a uiologi"ui grr", but listening is
not given, it is acquired. A person who ristens
attentive[r (with comprehension) to
whatwer is being spoken for a considerable period
of time may be considered as a
good listener' The listening span of a person
is thought to be about 20 minutes

but
many_people stop listening after 5 minutes
only ii the matter does not concem
their field or is uninteresting. The task ofincreasing
the listening span of people if
handled intelligently, is noi very difficult.
It is .frr-o, knowredge that peopre
ru" listen io a storv for even longer tban 2lminutes.
All the
3:-"": q?.1^.'-"ry l1g

,J:;'ffi:"n

t';::

much later that they were scripted. They survived
becaus! they were tord as

*VandanaLunyal&BinduBajwaareSeniorLecturersinRegiona,,n,o.uffi.
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stories from one generation to the other. The popularity of the 'Ramayana' and
,Mahabharata'-could be easily ascribed to the inherent story element. Hence, it
the
could be understood that adults love stories. What is true of an adult is more true
in case of children. Without doubt, everyone is interested in listening to the
answer to the following question:
What hapPened next?
The longer the answer, the more interesting it is.

Keeping the popularity of stories in mind, the teachers should try to utilize this as
effective listining maierial for language teaching. They should give the children
what they want, o}course, interspersed with lots of short activities and at the same
time maicing sure that the interest in the story is sustained. As. teachers, they
should make sure that the stories suit the mental level of the students. The stories
could have in them a lot of repetition of structure, vocabulary or even events. The
teachers being the best judges of the level of their students can reframe the stories
and make thim suitable for their students. In this regard two stories are being
given as examples. These stories have been taken from 'Story Telling with
Children' by Andrew Wright. (1995:114,96)
1. Goldilocks and the Three Bears.
2. The Little Red Riding Hood
Once a suitable story has been chosen, the next step is to plan its telling. A Story
telling session, normally has three steps: Pre-telling - the stage of preparation
beforE Story telling; While-Telling - the stage of actual Story telling and the Post
Telling - the stage of winding up. The while-telling stage is definitely the most
interesling stage but the pre-telling and the post-telling stages are very important.
These two stages, if punctuated with the right type and well-placed activities, can
turn Story telling into a very fruitful language comprehension and language
generation exercise.

Let's take the story 'Goldilocks and the Three Bears' into consideration for
teaching in class II. Some interesting Listening activities for all the three stages
can be thought of.

Pre-Telling:
(The teacher can choose any two activities)
Introduction of the three bears-big Papa bear, middle size Mamma bear,
I
small baby bear and Goldilocks with pictures.
The children can be given colourful cutouts of Goldilocks, Papa bear,
il
Mamma bear and the baby-bear. They listen to the teacher and put the
jigsaws together (The teacher also pastes these pictures on the board and
gives them instructions (spoken) in phrases to join the pieces.
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A

B

C

Goldilocks
i.
a girl's face
ii. golden hair
iii. put them together as in picture
Papa Bear
a big bear face
very big ears
big bear body
put them together as in picture

i.
ii.
iii.
iv.

Baby Bear
Similar instructions substituting 'small' for 'big' may be given.

D

Mamma Bear
Instructions to make one more bear with the remaining parts may

u

IV

V

)

'A

VI

vII.

be given.

The children can be given outline pictures of these characters for
colouring.
The name of the colour could be mentioned on the worksheet.
OR
The children can be asked to listen to the teacher and colour the figures as
per spoken instructions.
The children listen to the instructions and label the coloured body of the
bear. e.g. The teacher says:
Red - Ears
The children write 'ears' for the red part
The teacher says: Brown - Body
The children label the brown part of the picture as 'body'
The children can be taught to draw outline figures of the bears and
Goldilocks and then be asked to draw them in different
positions(action verbs). The teacher can draw these positions on the
board and then ask them to copy them.
i
walking
ii. eating
iii. sitting in a chair
iv. sleeping
(These pictures could be used in the while-telling stage also)
Different words in the story like breakfast, porridge, stairs, middle-size,
bowl, broke, soft, hard, low, high can be explained to the children
through pictures, realia etc.
The concept of 'too' (too hard, too soft, etc) Just right' may arso be
explained through classroom situation or presenting it verbally in a
context.
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I

While

- Telling Activities:

stop
At least two or three telling of the story may be done. However, the teacher could
in between for some activities.
I. The teacher could try to dram atize the story with the help of cutout pictures or
outline pictures prepared for the pre-telling stage'
U. The teaiher could use voice-modulation for different characters.
u. During the second telling, the children can be asked to fill in a grid based on the
characlers, the sequence of events, important vocabulary, etc'

IV.

get a
Another important recognition exercise can be done where the children
etc' are
surprise
worksheet in which human emotions like love, anger, happiness,
given in a table and the number of sentences in the story is also given with a
blank in front of each number. The children listen to each sentence very carefully
no emotions,
and write the emotion expressed in the sentence. If the sentence has
the children put a cross (x) in the blank.

Post-Telling Activities

:

story and it
The Post- telling stage is again very important as the children now know the
the story. For
becomes easy fJr thJ teachir to practice the various elements present in
(structure)
example, in itre story under refeience, we find repetition of some sentences
and words.

A.

i.
ii.

SomebodY has eaten mY Porridge.
SomebodY has sat on mY chair.
iii. SomebodY has slePt on mY bed
(hot, cold, high, etc')
B. It was
C. It was just right.
D. Words: Porridge, chair, bed, bowl, etc.
The teacher can practice these structures in the class. After the practice, the
teacher can transfer this to their classroom situation which would help in
developing some classrocm language also'
11. The teacher tells the story again with deliberate mistakes and the students correct
the teacher
The teacher can also ask the students to think of one lesson that they get from the
story. The children can be given the cue sentence'
We should / we should not
If the children are unable to answer, the teacher can help them with various
possibilities taking the vocabulary from the story itself:

too-

I.

m.

_--.-.

eat hot porridge.

go into someone else's house.

IV.
V.

The teacher can help the children to enact the story'
The teache, cun *ak" pictures on the story and ask the students to arrange the
pictures in a proPer sequence.

t6

VI.

The teacher can do various exercises based on the story. The teacher can choose
from a variety of exercises like yes/no questions, true/false statements, matching
statements, completion exercises etc.

To conclude we could say that stories are very effective material for development of
language skills, especially, the listening and speaking skills. Pedagogically speaking,
motivation is the first step towards learning.

In storytelling, the listeners don't need external motivation as stories themselves are a
motivating factor. Therefore, motivation pre-exists in the stories. The listening skill being
the most neglected one needs to be nurtured with a lot of interesting material
ind as
mentioned earlier, story telling is not only highly interesting but also extremely motivating.

A word of caution

as quoted

in Story Tetling with Children by Andrew Wright (1995: g).

If the teacher uses stories merely to introduce and practice grammar or particular
lexical areas or functions, the children may lose their faith i, tt teachei and what
she or he means by the word 'story. ' When focusing on features" of the language,
be careful not to lose the magic of the story altogether.
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APPENDIX

Little Red Riding Hood
Little Red Riding Hood's mother says, 'Little Red Riding Hood! Come here. Take this basket to
your grandmother. There are sandwiches and there is a cake in the basket. Be careful! There is a
wolf in the forest and he is very dangerous.'
Little Red Riding Hood walks in the forest. There are many big trees and beautiful flowers in the
forest and the birds are singing. Little Red Riding Hood likes flowers and she picks them. She
doesn't see the wolf hiding behind the tree. The wolf is thinking!
The wolf meets Little Red Riding Hood. He says, 'Hello.'
'Hello,' says Little Red Riding Hood.
'Where are you going?' asks the wolf.
'I am going to my grandmother's cottage.'
'Oh! Where does she live?'
'She lives in a cottage in the forest.'

'That's nice. OK. Goodbye. See you later.'
'Bye-bye!'
'Bye-bye!'
The wolf runs to Grandmother's cottage. He knocks on the door.

'Who's that?' says Grandmother.
'It's me!'
'Who's me?'
'It's Little Red Riding Hood!' says the wolf.
'Come in, dear!'
The wolf goes into the cottage and eats Grandmother. The
Red Riding Hood. He is hungry!

wolf gets into bed. He waits for Little

Little Red Riding Hood dances and sings in the forest. At last she comes to her Grandmother's
cottage.

'Who's that?' says the wolf.
'It's me.'
'Who's me?'
'It's Little Red Riding Hood,' says Little Red Riding Hood.

She knocks on the door.

'Come in, my dear.'
Little Red Riding Hood goes into the cottage.
She looks at the wolf in bed. 'What big ears you've got, Grandmother!'
'I want to hear you, my dear,' says the wolf.
'What big eyes you've got, Grandmother!'
'I want to see you, my dear.'
'What big teeth you've got, Grandmother!'
'I want to eat you, my dear!'
The wolfjumps out of bed and eats Little Red Riding Hood.

A man comes. He has an uxe. He kills the wolf. Grandmother and Little Red Riding Hood jump
out of the wolf.
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Goldilocks
Once upon a time there were three bears: a big Father bear, a middle-sized Mother bear, and a
little Baby bear. The bears lived in a house in the middle of a wood.
One morning they made porridge for breakfast. Father bear poured the hot ponidge into three

bowls: a small bowl for Baby bear, a middle-sized bowl for Mother bear, and a big bowl for
himself. But the porridge was too hot and the bears couldn't eat it. So they went for a walk in the
woods while the porridge was cooling.

little girl called Goldilocks went into the bears' house. Goldilocks saw the three bowls
of porridge. She tasted the porridge in the big bowl but that was too hot. She tasted the porridge
in the middle-sized bowl and that was too cold. But when Goldilocks tasted the pomdge in the
little bowl it was just right, and she ate it all up.

Just then a

Then Goldilocks saw three comfortable chairs. She sat on the big chair but that was too high. She
sat on the middle-sized chair but that was too low. She sat on the little chair and that was just
right but it broke into hundred pieces!

Next Goldilocks walked into the bedroom. She saw three beds in a row. She lay down on the big
bed, but that was too hard. She lay down on the middle-sized bed, but that was too soft. She lay
down on the little bed, and it was just right. Goldilocks fell fast asleep.
When the three bears came home to have breakfast Father bear said: 'Someone has tasted my
porridge!'
Mother bear said: 'Someone has tasted my porridge!'
And Baby bear said: 'Someone has tasted my porridge and has eaten it all up!'
Then the three bears saw their chairs. Father bear said: 'Someone has sat in my chair!'Mother
bear said: 'Someone has sat in my chair!' And Baby bear said: 'Someone has sat in my chair and
it's all broken!'
When the three bears went upstairs and saw their bed, Father bear said: 'Someone has slept in my
' Mother bear said: 'Someone has slept in my bed! '
And Baby bear said:'Someone has slept in my bed, and she's still there!'

bed!

The bears' voice woke up Goldilocks. She jumped out of bed and ran down the stairs and out of
the front door as fast as she could. And Goldilocks never went back to the three bears' house
again!
a

-)
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Teaching Speaking-Activity Based Approach

* Revathi Srinivas
W.F Mackey summarized oral expression as follows:

oral expression involves not only [...] the use of the right sounds in the
right paiterns of rhythm and intonation, but also the choice of words and
inflections in the right order to convey the meanin g. (1965:266)

This means that a speaker has to choose the right forms, put them in correct order, and
produce the right meaning. Thus, a fluent speaker is one who can speak with relative ease
and speed and with a high degree of accuracy. Fluency requires both linguistic skills and

skills of communication. Linguistic skills include knowledge of phonology, grammar,
discourse t1pes, social appropriacy. Along with the linguistic skills, communication skills

also play a vital role. This means that the speaker should be able to manipulate and
negotiate language as the situation demands.

It is important for teachers and parents to realize that for young learners language is not a
communication tool alone. Language development goes hand in hand wiih mental
development. The development of intelligence, the ability to think and acquire concepts,
the development of personality-all these are inextricably linked to the development of
language. In terms of language teaching methodology, the communicative approach
proposed that tasks should provide the opportunity for learners to use language in order
to
communicate. Hence, the aim of an oral lesson is two fold. On one-hand, it should
provide the students, a knowledge of phonology (pronunciation, stress, and intonation),
grammar (structures, function) and vocabulary. On the other hand, practice in the ability
to express themselves, interact with the listener and negotiate foi meaning. The oral
lesson, therefore, must be a combination of grammatical accuracy and otheifeatures
of
language as well as pupil-centered activities where language is used by the learner.
So,
the English language teacher has to organize different kinds of communicative activities.
Examples of Different Activities

Substitution
Substitution of a word, phrase, or sentence by another is an effective technique which
helps students to produce new utterances and to develop speaking skills. Subsiitution
of
one word or phrase by another in the same slot in a frame is i common practice
in
speaking exercises at the beginner's level. From a single word substitution, the teacher
may proceed to multiple word substitution in the same slot. For instance
Let's go to the cinema. (theatre)
Let's go to the theatre. (library)
* Revathi Srinivas is Lecturer in Regional
Institute of English, chandigarh.
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Let's go to the library. (football)
Let's play football. (cricket)
Let's play cricket. (ice-cream)
Let's eat ice cream. (milk)
Let's drink milk.

Day To Day ExPressions

t
I

Expressions of greeting, gratitude, small talk, introductions and making acquaintance,
the
leave-taking, urkirg tolelxcused etc are very important communicative acts which
How
are
morning'
Good
students rr""d to learn. These expressions include, among others,
be
asked
you? Fine. Thank you. Hello! Hiw do you do? and Good-bye. The students may
of
to memorize them and practice using them appropriate to the occasion' Within minutes
meeting a class of beginners the teacher can say:
Teacher: My name is Mrs. Sharma. What's your name?
Student: My name is Amit.

The teacher after some choral, group and individual repetition can establish unfamiliar
sounds. The next step might be to use the dialogue in a chain drill.
Teacher: My name is Mrs. Sharma. What's your name?
Student 1: My name is Amit. (Turns to student 2). what's your name?
student 2:My name is Mohit. (Turns to student 3). what's your name?
The focus of this activity is to develop an ability to communicate in contexts meaningful

to children.

Rhymbs
enjoyable way of learning English language is through rhymes and chants.
Rhymes and songs/chants acted out help children to internalize some words and
,"ri"r""r. The teaiher can ask the students to repeat an utterance several times so that
some approximation to the teacher's pronunciation will be encouraged. Other than the
common nursery rhyrnes, short rhymes of various kinds be used.

A very

For instance

Rhyme

I
,

Whisky frisky
Hippety-hop
Up he goes
To the top.
Whirly twirly
Round and round
Down he scampers
To the ground.

2l

Chant
Listen to me.
I'm listening.
Listen to me.
I'm listening.
Listen to me.
I am, I am.
Answer me.
I will,I will.
Answer me.
I will,I will.
Tell me the truth.
I will, I will.
Don't tell a lie.
I won't, I won't.
Don't t€ll a lie.
I won't, I won't.
Answer me.
I will.
Listen to me.

I will.

Back Chaining
For learners who cannot manage even

a

short unit

of

discourse, the back-chaining

technique can be used. For example:

Teacher: a book
Student: abook
Teacher: reading a book.
Student: reading a book.
Teacher: The man is reading a book.
Student: The man is reading a book.

Question and Answer
Simple question-answer dialogues around a given context and object/s is another method
to develop speaking skills of the student. The teacher can have a number of real objects
and pictures of objects and ask: "What is this?", while pointing to the picture. From this
the teacher can proceed to asking YesA{o questions. The teacher can display a visual
which encourages the learner to answer questions. To make it more challenging the
teacher can divide the class into pairs. One learner asks questions about a picture that the
second learner has, and the first learner draws the same picture based on the information.
The picture is then compared with the original.
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Speaking Through
Guessing

Ilry*',*ron:"::tt of guessing,
"'-1TI ire encourased to see the panerns of usage
words and

and
sentences' Throug? guessing
rules of o".iuliptooect
students work out the
wolds- for themselvet'
Th"
rr"t i- rt"'fbi[Y- :-:*
'!eauner wntes a rew pairs
He drives a bus.
He sells books. . . .
He,s u Uoot

-:-""Ji:"r:".T#ii;6;#" ;"".i;,

or'"'t"'""'

;;i;;.

Based on these examples'
students would guess
the correct answers
for the
Someone who drives
trucks (truck driver)
Someone who owns

Someone who robs

forowing:

1sh-rp;;;
banksd;;i;ffi";
ships

Similarly many sets of
words can b t^tlt]Ltd,
through guessing. For
Indian, Bruirl-ir*ilian,
example,
Russiu-Rr..ir"India-r
big-bigger'
Mime may arso ;;-::^;

"-^:::'l*'short-shorter'
mimed,i";;#H;f":"JT:H1,i3j,":l,r["-,T:::fl

othe*tuJ"itr*o"...ile;#;.;';r1n ,,fi ?].:::i:x*:lff

li:
l'rifirlter'
,"nt"n.e such as .you
Pffi
are
studeni;il""+,ijfi :trHiJ:#,t"."L,1;:ii#,-,,ffi
eT:'rHil.ff'5Tt

qr..,ionr'u''i"'*t;n;;.,il

il'.fting,

#ym;,T:*

is u,i,g hi.

,ilino*op.,

Show And Tell
to bring

a ravourite toy or object
orany kind to
:lllfffjllt!;]H ffi;T#:".,ffi:ed
*,.v goili,;;:"f',#:'dlfl

ffi [".:: #:t*: f*#
iil
ij[FTI"X;
wH-qu;;;;* -pportunity for self-expression. It wouii'ln"ouruue
the students
to ask

Role Play
Role pray is perhaps
riveriest form to ger
get the class
situations
crass involved
invc
^the
in speaking. rt
life
into ,rr"1il'rr""m. Students
It brings
irriaoi-o
can be totarrv controrej-;;
u.rr*"
*",. pruv
?,in"J;ilij,"ll."'T,:-:::^:"^111*Tlo'r".l nor.
,.,fr)
i,:,::?ly.",i.","a
are written;fu;
have to speak it out.
reacher
''
Famiriar.nnrav+^
1i1*:ydents
,,,-tle text boor,
marke,
frgm
',r"0[#Jj,";;;:T"iarrcontexts.like
rores berorerrana
userur. "';,
shourd

fro...uilift.ilffi.L::ffi,.
:lt}T::i"T:i::l
*1.," ;*"
;;;il;
il;.?'ir'ft#L":l'.tffi-ffiurd
f;
j:r,.?.H
r;;;;;;#r,:il;?:j
::,:'.1.[iti:tH::alu:#,ffiTfr
i::hjTi:'fr mxlffi
i;;;
,;;# ffi"d,'jT:.:j"i:l: '*{
:.::::jf
,,:ff
ingui l,lf
sti c ;:fi 3,:f"T:?,:i,H'#li:"#*;iT:XiL3In'i"ffi
}l;i*:J*#[H
Jffir"d
I

"o.p "t"r"

I:,:Hi:j;'ffi:T"teacher

ffi::ilj:ll:

provides linguistic
and context crues.
For instance, a crued

railway station.
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People: railway booking clerk and traveler.
Role-play: Traveler wants to buy a ticket to Delhi by Shatabdi express.

know the fare, time of departure etc.

S/he wants to

Language prompts: Could you tell me. ....? What time.....? etc.

An important pre-requisite for effective learning and retention is that instruction
should
be activity-based rather than theory-oriented. ihe activities should be of
an engaging
nature. Children are interested in group activities. Devise group work
which aims at
accomplishing some language-related task such as language gu-".. The students
are
asked to perform a task as a group, conversing with eactr ottrir. They
may use many
gestures while performing the task. In this process children
are introduced to the use of
English in natural communicative contexts.
Conclusion
Vale and Feunteun (1995) suggest the following orientation when we teach
children:
o build confidence;
o provide the motivation to learn English;
encourage children to communicate with whatever language they
have at their
' disposal
(mime, gesture, key word, drawings etc.);
o show children that English is fun;
o give children an experience of a wide-range of English language in a non-threatening
environment.

This language is meaningful and understandable, because the activities
are
meaningful and understandable. Children are taught in English; children
are
not introduced to English language in an artificiaiy pre-def,rmined
sequence
of grammatical structures or functions; the input from the teacher, ani their
learning about their world, is in English.
(Vale and Feunteun: 1995).
Physical activities help in learning the words and sentences.
An activity-based approach
is, therefore, always better than mere classroom teaching
mode.
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Innovations in ELT: An Evaruation of the CBSE-ELT project
in India

* Rajneesh Arora

Introduction

"An innovation is an idea, practice, or object perceived
as new by an individual or other
unit of adoption"(Rogers 2003:36). It is "a- deliberate effort perceived
as new and
intended to bring about improvement" (white 1988
quoted in Sergea nt lggg:77). Most
ELT innovations involve some kind of change in the curriculum
and are guided by an

attempt to improve the quality of teaching/learning
at a particular level. The fhange in the
curriculum usually involves a change in the pedag'ogic
p.u.ii""r.

The aim of this paper is to discuss the new curriculum
in classes Ix - x in India as an
innovation under the. GB-SE- ELT project and attemft
an evaluation of the project in
terms of factors which militate for or against the
adoption of an innovation. Tire project
was started in India by the central goaid of
secondary Education (CBSE) in igss with
assistance from the British council and was
funded iy ,rr" overseas'Development
Agency (ODA).

Some Factors in the Innovation process
Innovations in ELT
.?iy ut improving the quality of learning /teaching of English in a
particular context' All
innovations are context-sensitive and involve a number
of factors.
Kennedy (1988) discusses these factors in detail.
I will look at some of them in this
section' According to Kennedy, the most important
factor is the ,systemic, nature of
change' "[A]ny innovation is part of
.several_interacting systems and sub-systems,,
(Kennedy 1988:331). He ilrustrates this-witha
figur""showing the hierarchy of
interr^elating subsystems in the form of circles
with cultural subsystem in the outermost
ring.followed by political, administrative, educational,
and institutional subsystems and
finally classroom innovation in the innermost ring.
The system is hierarchical in the sense
that outer rings are the more powerful and influence
the inner rings (ibid: 332). In the
context of ELT innovations, how a culture looks
at trre rearningli;dd;;;r*ri;r, *1r
influence the political subsystem and its impact
on the
practices can be felt
through administrative, educational and institutional "lassroom
influence. Those working within the
inner circles have to consider the nature of influence
of the outer circles. problems arise
in the following cases:
(a) if those managing the innovation are ignorant of the outer circle
factors.
(ul if they are aware of their presence, buido not attempt to work within
(c) If they are aware of them and extend the objeciives of the projects them.
in an
attempt to change them.
*

Rajneesh
campus.

(Kennedv ! 9gg:333
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Innovations in ELT: An Evaluation of the CBSE-ELT Project in India

* Rajneesh Arora
Introduction
"An innovation is an idea, practice, or object perceived as new by an individual or other
unit of adoption"(Rogers 2003:36). It is "a deliberate effort perceived as new and
intended to bring about improvement" (White 1988 quoted in Sergeant 1999:77). Most
ELT innovations involve some kind of change in the curriculum and are guided by an
attempt to improve the quality of teaching/learning at a particular level. The change in the
curriculum usually involves a change in the pedagogic practices.

The aim of this paper is to discuss the new curriculum in classes IX - X in India as an
innovation under the CBSE- ELT project and attempt an evaluation of the project in
terms of factors which militate for or against the adoption of an innovation. The project
was started in India by the Central Board of Secondary Education (CBSE) in 1988 with
assistance from the British Council and was funded by the Overseas Development
Agency (ODA).

Some Factors in the Innovation Process
Innovations in ELT aim at improving the quality of learning/teaching of English in a
particular context. All innovations are context-sensitive and involve a number of factors.
Kennedy (1988) discusses these factors in detail. I will look at some of them in this
section. According to Kennedy, the most important factor is the 'systemic' nature of
change. "[A]ny innovation is part of several interacting systems and sub-systems"
(Kennedy 1988:331). He illustrates this witha figure showing the hierarchy of
interrelating subsystems in the form of circles with cultural subsystem in the outermost
ring followed by political, administrative, educational, and institutional subsystems and
finally classroom innovation in the innermost ring. The system is hierarchical in the sense
that outer rings are the more powerful and influence the inner rings (ibid: 332). In the
context of ELT innovations, how a culture looks at the learning/teaching of English will
influence the political subsystem and its impact on the classroom practices can be felt
through administrative, educational and institutional influence. Those working within the
inner circles have to consider the nature of influence of the outer circles. Problems arise
in the following cases:
(a) if those managing the innovation are ignorant of the outer circle factors.
(b) if they are aware of their presence, but do not attempt to work within them.
(c) If they are aware of them and extend the objectives of the projects in an
attempt to change them.
*RajneeshAroraisSeniorLecturerinCentra1Instituteofrng
campus.
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The next factor which is important according to Kennedy (1988) is the participants
involved. Participants in an innovation process take the role of adopters, implementers,
clients, suppliers, entrepreneurs (Lambright and Flynn cited in Kennedy 1988: 334). In an
ELT innovation situation, adopters would be officials in ministries, deans, heads of
departments, implementers would be teachers, clients would be students, and suppliers
would be material writers, and entrepreneurs or change agents might be a British Council
officer or a national or a local coordinator acting as a link between the different
participants (Kennedy 1 988 :334).
Commenting on the role of a teacher in an innovation situation De Lano et al (1994: 487)
point out that it is important for the teachers to have a high degree of motivation to work
towards change along with a good understanding of the innovation process in education
because it is the teachers who are the main agents of change. They must have a strong
motivation "to gather support from all members of an educational culture to ensure the
success of an innovation" (ibid: 493).

Characteristics of the Innovation Process
Rogers (2003) looks at the process of innovation from the perspective of diffusion of
innovations. According to Rogers, there are five attributes of innovations, namely relative
advantage, compatibility, complexity, trialability and observability. Before I discuss
these factors in relation to CBSE-ELT project, I will present a brief overview of the
CBSE-ELT project.

CBSE

- ELT Project

The Central Board of Secondary Education (CBSE) functions under the supervision of
the Department of Education, Ministry of Human Resource Development, and
Government of India. The Board functions through various committees, namely Finance,
Examination, Curriculum, Affiliation and Courses Committee. Education officers of the
Board assist Committees of Courses and also monitor the quality of teaching materials
and examinations. Committee of Courses has a system of getting feedback from different
quarters on the nature of curricula. In 1988, the then Chairman of the CBSE decided to
initiate a change in response to the views expressed by teachers, learners, and examiners.
It was felt that
The existing class IX- X syllabi and textbooks were heavily biased towards

content and did not help much in the development of language skills and
communicative competence... [and] the existing course should be revised in
such a manner that it provides confidence to the child for interaction with
his peers and people around him.
(Gangal 1995:316)
The CBSE decided to invite two ELT experts from the UK (with the help of the British
Council) who visited India to hold discussions with the Central Institute of English and
Foreign Languages (CIEFL), National Council of Educational Research and Training
(NCERT) and the CBSE. They also visited a number of schools to get an overview of the
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teaching/learning situation of class D?X students.
They felt that.,the existing course was
content-loaded and there was great emphasis
on teaching oiformal grammar,, (ibid: 316).
The language skills were ignoied and ih" fo.u,
*u, on"*riting and"its t"rtirg\rrrich

was
done mechanically. They suggested that the
CBSE should develop a course which
promotes interactive learning through the
development of all the f";,lr;;;;ge skills.
Accordingly, the existing testing .yrt.. should
aiso be revised. The teachers should be
given training in the following ui"us
1. Syllabus designing and textual materiars production
2. Designing texts and assessment proceduris, and
3. Skilrs of training teachers for implementation of the new course
(from Gangal 1995:317)

Three groups of teachers from different GBSE
affiliated schools such as central schools,
government schools, private and public
schools representing almost all the regions of
India were selected for training inihe three areas
- .uoi"uium development, testing and
evaluation, and teacher educatiron (ibid:3ls)._All
the,rr."" g-ups were sent to plymouth
for the necessary training in the years 1989, 1990
and lggirespectively. The two phases
of CBSE-ELT project are described as under:

I:

Phase

1'

1988-92

designing syllabus and teaching
for
Plymouth

materials, 17 teachers were trained in
from January to March 1989. After the training and
initiaidesign orthe
materials, a number of workshops were organized
to review and revise the
materials after three periods of triai in schools.
2' For training and-assessment procedures, 15 teachers
were trained in plymouth
from January to March 1990. After the initial ,.riirg
design, the tests were also
tried out in different schools and were revised
according to the feedback received.
3' Fo"r teacher education p.ogru-t.s, 25 teachers were
trained in plymouth from
september to December 1991. As many as 42
in-service teacher education
workshops were conducted in India for class
IX teachers between April and July
1992 during which l20o teachers were trained.
The materials were revised after
getting the feedback from teachers and monitoring
committee. Between April and
July 1993, 42 workshops were conducted again
fof class X teachers.
Phase

II: 1993-96
The new curriculum was introduced

in lgg3-94 in class IX. The teaching
materials and tests were again reviewed in
July 1994 followed by an orientation
programme for paper-setters and examiners
ii tggq-gs. class X materials and
examinations were reviewed in July-August
1995 in the light of the feedback
from 1994-95 teaching and examination]An
of the new curriculum
was done ]n 1996-97. During the phase
"uuluuiion
l9g3-g6,tt.
i"."..ury
changes were also
initiated in other curricula, for example, Senior
Secondary core English/Elective
English and Secondary English Course B.
(Source: Mathur 1995:306-7, table 20.1)
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In addition to the workshops and training programmes mentioned in earlier sections, key
ELT experts from English Language Teaching Institutes, Regional Institutes of English,
Central Institute of English and Foreign Languages and Delhi University were invited to
participate in the deliberations on issues related to the CBSE-ELT projects in three
seminars held in different regions of India.

Participants in the CBSE-ELT Project
In the CBSE-ELT project, adopters were the officials of the Ministry of Human Resource
Development (and therefore the CBSE and Central Schools Organization which come
directly under the MHRD, Department of Education), implementers were the teachers,
clients were the students of Class IX-X, suppliers were the material writers, in this case,
17 teachers who were trained in writing materials, and the entrepreneurs or the change
agents were the British Council and the CBSE. The CBSE therefore had a dual role of
adopter as well as change agent. In the present context, the roles of implementers and
suppliers were merged in that some implementers (teachers) took on (he role of material
writers, and the British Council and the CBSE were the leading coordinators. On the
issue of matching the roles of participants involved in an innovation, Kennedy
(1988:337) notes that "[g]iven certain conditions, one effective, though not always
efficient, way of achieving the matching required is to merge the roles of suppliers and
implementers, with the entrepreneur taking a leading co-ordinating role." This also gives
a sense of 'ownership' to the teacher material writers who are also implementers.
However I would like to point out that out of thousands of teachers, only 17 teachers
became material writers. Unless all the teachers feel a sense of community it is difficult
for them to identify themselves with teacher material writers who perhaps enjoy a better
status as suppliers. Nevertheless, the fact that the material writers were practicing
teachers sent the right signals to the teaching community.

CBSE- ELT Project and Roger,s Characteristic of innovation

In the following sections I will discuss the CBSE-ELT Project in terms of

Rogers'

characteristics of innovation.

Relative Advantage
"Relative advantage is the degree to which an innovation is perceived as better than the
idea it supersedes. The degree of relative advantage may be measured in economic terms,
but social prestige, convenience, and satisfaction are also important factor." (Rogers
2003 : 15). The CBSE-ELT curriculum was meant to replace the traditional syllabi of
class IX -X which were perceived by teachers as heavily biased towards content which
did not help much in the development of communicative skills of the students (Gangal
1995:317). The new curriculum provided for development of all the four language skills
through interactive learning. The new material incorporated a variety of activities for
listening, speaking, reading and writing. The use of tasks focussing on meaningful
activities in the classroom sounded promising. The teacher in the rr"* rol" was no more a
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threatening figure for the students controlling everything in the classroom.
The students
and the teachers also considered the use oftape-recorderln the classroom
prestigious.

It will be in place
t9 mention the prestige that English language enjoys in India. The
!e1e
ability to use English gives an individual an edge over others *tro a." not proficient
in
English. The working knowledge of English is amajor qualification in itself
that fetches
people good jobs. Many a people with sound technical qualifications may get
rejected if
they fail to impress interviewers with their English. In such a scenario the introduction
of
a curriculum that aimed at improving the communication skills of students
in English was
very well appreciated.

Compatibility
"Compatibility is the degree to which an innovation is perceived as consistent
with the
existing values, past experiences, and needs ofpotential adopters". (Rogers
2003:240).
A curriculum change project as an innovation Can be compaiible or incimpatible with (1)
socio-cultural values and beliefs of the participants involved (2) previously
introduced
P^!9t1ces in language teaching and (3) student needs for the innovaiion. In the context of
CBSE-ELT project, the learner-centred approach of the new curriculum
was not
something alien to the teachers who were familiar with Prabhu's Bangalore project
(1987) which preceded the CBSE project. Tickoo's criticism that
the metf,odology used
in-the Bangalore pro.,ect was culturally inappropriate in the acquisition- poor
environment
of Indian schools (Tickoo cited in Markee tigl:2l) may be justifiedbut it was not
a
factor in the CBSE-ELT project as most CBSE schools are located in big
cantonments.
The students' population in central schools is dominated by wards of theemployees of
the Armed Forces. Such children have the benefit of living in a better
English language
teaching/leaming environment whether at home or in schJol. This factor
contributed to
the success ofthe project.
In the CBSE, the Courses Committee provides guidelines regarding the contents
of the
curriculum and the pattem of the examination papers to material writers
and
examiners/paper-setters. Mathur (1995:308) observes that in the
absence of any
guidelines available to the material writers and test developers
for reference, they had to
sit with the member of the Courses Committee a numbei of times. Since
they did not
agree on many points, some kind of compromise was worked
out. For example the
Courses Committee did not allow the incluJion of multiple choice questions
(MCes) in
tests as it felt that it'facilitated copying' during un
Another poini on which
"*a.lrution.
the project team had to yield to the authority of Couises
Committee, as Mathur (ibid)
notes, was the inclusion of a separate grammar book In the
original framework the
grammar work was to be integrated with activities in the main
book but the
Courses Committee insisted on the previous practice of keeping "ours"
a separate grammar
workbook. For the same reason a separate literaiure book was added
to the curriculum for
the advanced stream of Secondary School, Course A. It was an attempt
to retain the
practice of 'literature-based' approach which was again a kind
of compromise as it,,went
contrary to the needs of learners and even to the broad objectives
oi th" course,, (ibid:
308-309)' I would like to argue at this point that the attempiof
the Courses Committee to
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retain the elements
of the previ,
mighttravecontributedtowaids -ous curriculum favourqd-the compatibility
factor and
e successful adoption
of the i;;;;;:.

Complexity

"complexity is the--degree
to which an innovation
is perceived as rerativery
difficurt to
jH",HLff
"[t]he response.
,^"* methods an;
happ,v, enthusiastic.
il;;;jJ:l-."**'J"'rui.'lrd
l{yd;:,i'_xr,#J*[,"rrr,ird;i:j
more or less anticipated"
apprehenrior.,-uit these
(Mathu, rgqs,.riii.
were
;;
a' the probrem of usins smart group;.;i;i;;;,
";#ple,in some of these were about
large crasses
;,11;her rev1, or,ti,.

flE:':tl"tt'ffi
6trli?
r]"*;";;;;'io

b
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d.

innovation.

;ffi
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teaching
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Trialabitity
,"Tria.lability is the degree to which an .
(Rogers 2oos:"ti).-i;ffi#]i1"..Yfi"1mav-be experimented with
on a rimited
,11_tlt"
innovationbecauseit.rn,.u"

or not' This means that

rnnovation

j;:iil",'ir:H:[lx1ril""rrlHri"."#rm

j::r:"#

;;u,ion uou.J;;;;;"..ity
''"rv
shourd review ,rr"
6r".liicurricutum;; #;rran launching curricurum
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Observability
"Observability is the degree to which the results of an innovation
are visible to others.
Some ideas are easily observed and communicated to other people, whereas
other
innovations are difficult to observe or to describe to others,,(Rogeis zooz:zsaS.
After the implementation of the CBSE-ELT project in 1993- 1994, the results
of the
CBSE-ELT project soon became observable to teachers, students, parents,
material
writers, publishers and the CBSE. The evidence comes from the fact
that the CBSE and
some other boards decided to introduce new textbooks on the same
lines as those in
CBSE -ELT project in lower classes also. This was done mainly for
two reasons: first,
the successful adoption of the CBSE-ELT curriculum inspired them to change
the
syllabus at the lower levels and second, it was seen as an affempt
to bridge ,fr. gup
between different textbooks prescribed at different levels. Since the
examinations at
lower levels are not conducted by the board, it did not take up the responsibility
to
produce new textbooks at lower levels. As a result, the non-government
schools were free
to choose the textbooks. Many private publishers took the cue and lots of textbooks
meant for classes V, VI, VII and VIII mushroomed in the market.
However, the quality of
these commercially produced textbooks was not comparable to
the books written under
the CBSE-ELT project

In the original plan of the CBSE -ELT project, there was no indication that
similar
textbooks and materials following the same approach will be introduced
at other levels
also' The introduction of such materials at lower levels was seen
as a positive impact of
the CBSE-ELT curriculum. Rogers (2003: 258) observes, "[m]ore
innovative individuals
have no precedent available to follow when they adopt, while later
adopters are
surrounded by peers who have already adopted the innovation".
In a strict sense, the
distinction betwien earlier adopters and the iater adopters is not
valid in the context of
th; GBSE-ELT project, as the new curriculum prepared by the GBSE_ELT
team was
adopted by one big organization, that is, ttre CriSg, and the
trial was restricted to the
materials only urg ,Ei. subsequent reviewing and revising. The
successful
implementation of the CBSE- ELT curriculum, I riould like to
ur!u., was seen as a
successful trial of the new curriculum which was enough to 'dispel
un-certainty, about the
innovation' Therefore, in a broader sense we
consider
the
organizations
.can
or schools
which decided to introduce similar kinds of materials at lower levels
also as later adopters
who considered their own trial 'ress crucial' and were prepared
to take risk.
Conclusion

My analysis of the CPSE- ELT project

describes the successful implementation of the
innovation in terms of Rogers' charaiteristics, namely, relative
advantage, compatibility,
complexity, trialability and observability. In my discussion
of the pr:oject I have also
incorporated other concepts in innovation research like the
role of particlpants involved,
the socio-cultural factors in the innovation situation, and the issue
of ownership. The
highlights the interrelation between different categories with reference
l*tryt^:Iry
to
the CBSE-ELT project.

3t
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The

adopters and implementers of the
CBSE -ELT curriculum had a sound
understanding
of the innovation process in general and
had learnt u tti r.o- the positive
and negative
aspects of the Bangalore project'
The adoption of the cuniculum no
doubt
has been a
major success in the ut"u of Lducational
reforms puni.rrurry in introducing
a change
the

in
curriculum covering more ttran g-ooo
schools i" rri* However, there
are some who
do acknowledge the successful implernentation
of the innovation but are sceptical
whether it is successful.in actrieving
about
what it was -;;";;; achieve. The
rruth is that the
new curriculum demands a certain
Ievel of profi"i;;;; or, ,n" part of
teachers and arso
expects a certain level from the
students. The teachers *ho hur"
that
level
of proficiency
and have the benefit of teaching
in urban schools
t
uri"
the
new
Those teachers who do not ha"ve
-ui".iurl fruitfulry.
that ability or "u,
do ,oi- t u,r" a good teaching/rearning
environment get frustrated and, in
turn, frustrate tt .trJ"rrts. It is
not surprising therefore
that many teachers and student. g"t
" trr" r.w
airittusioned',,itr,
curriculum.
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A Pedagogical Perspective on Portfotio Development
* Vrjay Singh Thakur
* Aravidan Jagadeesan

In directions set by researches in ELT and Linguistics, especially in the last two
decades or so, the learner has emerged as the focal point in the whole process of
teaching and learning. By implications, the learner- both in theory and practice- has to
be the real actor in and outside the class and the teacher's role is restricted to that of a
facilitator and guide of learning. In the context of this leamer-oriented approach to
language teaching the concept of portfolio development for a variety of pedagogical
purposes has attracted many teachers and educators from all over the world. The
growing recognition of portfolio development has embraced it in a variety of contexts
and it has become very common in language classes.
In an effort to developing pedagogical perspectives on portfolio development we've
divided our discussion into four major sections: (i) What is a portfolio, (ii) Why is
portfolio important and useful, (iii) What work can go into a student portfolio, and
(iv) How can a portfolio be used for pedagogical purposes. ln this article an attempt
has been made to evolve some pedagogical considerations

(i)

in each of these

areas.

What is a portfolio?

In simple {erms, a portfolio is a collection of student work. It is a purposive collection
of students' written productions over time that shows the stages in the writing process
that a text has gone through and the stages of the students' linguistic and cognitive
growth. Portfolios reflect accomplishment relative to specific instructional goals or
objectives. It should include wide selection of work produced by students such as
pieces of dialogue journal writing, pages from one's own diary writing, reviews of
books, films, TV programmes, reflective pieces writing, and so on and so forth.

(ii) Why is portfolio important and useful?
Portfolios provide opportunity to individualize learning through self-directed mini
projects and help us shift from a teacher-centered model of teaching to a more
functional learner-oriented approach of learning. The process of portfolio
development sha1l certainly motivate students to become more autonomous and
independent in learning. This is desirable for the reason as argued by Sheerin
(1997:56) in "Learning is more effective when learners are active in the leaming
process, assuming responsibility for their learning and participating in the decisions
which affect it." And more importantly, as Malcolm and Rindfleisch (2003:10)
remark, "the need for developing greater autonomy in language learning can be as
one facet or lifelong learning, in which each individual effectively makes decisions
about which learning path to take".
*vijay Singh Thakur & Aravidan

Jagadeesan are lecturers, Seeb, Sultanate of oman.
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The development of portfolio necessarily involves
a healthy competition among
students and a "sense of community"- to-use
Savignon,s phrase (19g3: r22) which
results in cooperative learning. "Sense of commuiity"
ir^u ,ignin.urt factor that
enhances language learning *d pro-otes
communicative languale t.u"t i.rg. It lends
a functional environment of trust and mutual confidence
where learners tend to
participate without fear or threat of failure.
Shaw 1teil1,in the .u*" .ort"xt, points
out that what research results have displayed consistenlty
and teachers have known
intuitively is that where there is a strong sense of community,
trust, high self-esteem
and good instruction, students have highe, u.t
i.r"*.ri.
Another motivating reason for involving students
into portfolio development activities
is that self-directed projects also involve and i-pror"
,ron-linguistic skills such as
ability to plan, otganize, create, and to do researcil
and solve problems- the skills so
very necessary in the higher phases of education.

(iii) What work can go into a student portfolio?
It is essential that the student is involved in deciding about
what goes into the
portfolio' In this collaborative task, the teacher
and tie students dis-cuss together
which material should be selected for inclusion
u"a, *rv importantly, why. It results
in better learner

motivation and participation and also iri rtrorrg".
teacher-learner ties
and rapport which proves to bi an essential
aid in teaching-leaming process for
achieving meaningful and effective results.

works such as making personal dictionary are highly
rewarding. They can raise
of vocabulary generation depending upon"ori"'. strengtt
unJ *.ur.rress in
the area. vocabulary building, through *irttipt" sources,
G one of the key
requirements towards acquiring.o--urr]rative
comp"t"r.". comparison of personal
awareness

dictionaries with peers in the class accelerates
the motivation to build up one,s word
power' Another interesting area is t_h.at
of u *ugurine making. The learners are
motivated and guided to write various kinds
;t";;;
pictureiin o.ao io-o.velop
a brochure or a school magazine. This
"f
encourages
rree ana imaginative thinking and
helps in developing students' cognitive skills
i-mmeasurably. It also develops trust,
understanding, and a good sen-se of
cooperative learning among the students.
Dialogue journal writing may also be used
as a good ,orr." of improving students,
language competence if teaChers allow
the studints to choose topics of their own
interest and lead them to create genuine
and authentic communication. Journal
writing
helps students feel confident ofiheir language
and encourages them to become young
writers' Teachers can also administer othlr
iorks such-u, ."ri.* of books, films, TV
programmes, interpretations of cartoons,
reflectionr o, gooo advertisements, reports
of various events held in the school and in one's
toJaity, invitation *.iting fo,
various occasions, diary writing, reflective
essays, -ini ,"."urches, and one,s own
creative work like poems and sh;fi stories,
etc.

(iv) How can portforios be used for pedagogicar
purposes?
Portfolios can be used as an alternative
mode of assessment. Multiple pieces of
students' written work can be examined.in
terms
as well as product as
they are produced over time as against
"iil;;;"cess
the answerc
wriit-e-n on a single day of exam in
a limited time frame.
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Portfolios may be used for student reflection. If fortnightly or monthly stock-taking
could be done, the ongoing work gets a direction. Siudents can also be asked to
examine each other's portfolios in order to generate a sense of healthy competition
in
order to motivate them to improve upon the quantity and the qualiiy of their work
aiming at higher achievement. Students may be asked to investigate and reflect upon
their needs, goals, targets, strengths and weaknesses in language leaming in order
to
develop focused insight of one's linguistic and cognitive capabilities.
Portfolio can be used for assessing students' strengths and weaknesses for planning
remedial work. As it is unwise to confront the studints constantly with the evidence
of their failures, the primary step in remediation is to restore the leamers, confidence
in themselves by demonstrating to them that there has been a great deal which they
have been able to achieve and succeed, often without realiiing it. The
sense of
achievement, success, and ownership can be demonstrated through the
works in
student portfolio and the learners can then be rnotivated for higher targets
of
achievement. Thus, remediation should always be based on the ,u....,
rate rather
than on the ratio of failures.
Portfolio can also serve as an effective tool of student feedback for the new teacher
in
the next grade of his/her. Such a feedback can help the teachers, right from the
beginning, to suit his style and strategy in accordance with the level ana aUltity
of the
students. Moreover, he can plan some preliminary remedial work also
for the students
on the basis ofsuch a feedback.
Conclusion
The concept of portfolio development is leamer-centered in improving
linguistic and
cognitive skills of the students as they are the active participants i, tfr" prodirction
and
analysis of their own work through various stages oi l.u*ing. By comparing
the first
and the last piece of work in the portfolio, both the student and
the teacher are able to
see a measurable progress and assess the importance of portfolio
development
activities. Any reflective portfolio may reveal to both the parties that
the participant
has developed some skills of self analysis and critical capacity to
learn uno to think.
As the process of portfolio_development makes the students independent
learners, it
sounds as a source of good advice that we "never stop learnirg;.
Stud.nt portfolio
could be meaningfully used for the purposes of evaluation and planning.
Tiese are
some of the compelling reasons to recommend the use portfolio
developlment in our
pedagogical programmes.
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A Report on an orientation course for
Trained Graduate Teachers
of Engtish 4 JuIy to 16 JuIy 2005
Vandana Lunyal
Course Coordinator

An orientation course for Trained

Graduate Teach-ers of English chandigarh
from + lurv to io July 2005. .The course
was
specially designed keeping in mind
-RI!
the needs
recruited T.G.Ts of English
in the schoors of chandig*t. rn. objectives "ih.rrriv
of the course were to
acquaint the teachers with the latest
methodology,
take the teachers from the stages of
theoretical input by the RIE
to the practical output by the participants,
improve the teaching competence at secondary
level.

Administration) was held

at the

To achieve these objectives, the time
table was so made that there was ample
scope
for the resource p€rsons to explain the
theoreti.ur i.pri.utions and for the participants
to internalize and plan theirl.r.o, for class
ri 1ini".urt in English, Main course
book)
The teaching

areas were the language elements
like Grammar, vocabulary and also
the skills of Listening, speakin!, i.eading
and wriiing. The areas oi Teaching
Literature and preparirlg AV AidJmaterials-in
the class were also taken up during
the
up separatery in the nrst session ro.r'rowed
by a

;:1ffi"#,ifJ::1'.H::#*

Three days were devoted to lesson
planning where in the faculty gave
them samples
of effective and tried out-lerro, plurr. They
were trren aiviaed into groups. They
produced lesson prans in the
areas of Grammir, n"roirg'r"d
writing. Av Aids that
go with lesson planning were
also prepared by the pu.ti.i.p*t..

All the sessions, were reviewed by the participants
which were read out the next
morning followed by questions from
the participants.
The participants were given handouts
in various areas which they compiled into
a
handbook for teaching' rn. handbooks
given to them aiso included the reviews
of all
the lectures and activities done during
course, tru.raout., materials used
and
produced (lesson plans and handouts)
Uy ttre participants.

tt.

The faculty included Dr.R.N.Bakshi
(Director, GIEFL), Regional centre
Lucknow
who gave talks on Multilingualism
uni Appror.rrr. ,"J(,iethods of Teaching
English.
euhkt, sr,u,au Kaushik, aino'u naiwa,

;ffih"L,?#m*m Iff"l;*"i

At the end of the course, feed back was
taken from the participants who
commented
on the usefulness of the course and
the efficient til; *;r;ement.
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Sharda Kaushik, the course director, Vandana Lunyal (COS) and Revathi Srinivas
(ACOS) ensured the successful inception and completion of the course. They
coordinated with the participants and the faculty so that there were no gaps in the
curricular as well as co curricular activities.

During the course, the following committees were formed

i)
ii)
iii)

academic

editorial
refreshment
The participants of the course were the members of the committees and they
performed the tasks expected of them commendably.
***{.***rk,l.{.*{.X{.*rF****tr
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A Report on the Meeting of the
Education secretaries of North
Indian States
Revathi Srinivas

A meeting of Education Secretaries
of the north Indian st{9s was organized
CIEFL at lrie uT Guest House,
by the
chandisrrl, ;"ldA;;st
2005. It wal .o_rrostea by
-p-ilp
the Regional Institute or E"iri.rr,
crrunoig*rr.
Dimri, vice chancellor,
.IEFL' Hyderabad presided iu".',rrr^-".Iing.
il;..who
attended the meeting
included Mr DS I\iangat, opt-^o,
chandig;rh-aornirriu.ation,
Mr
Education Secretary, Hiyana
Gou., Mr K{ rcrunJ"t*u r, Haryana RS Gujral,
Govt.. Dr JS
Deepak, Education SecretLy,
up cout., Mr MM Bhatt, Education Secretary,
Govt., Mr Bashrat Ahmed, li's".r.Ly
J&K
Educatior, iar-Govt., Mr Negi,
Govt., Dr DS Gangwar, Education
Uttaranchal
Secr_etary, Bihar, Dr Vohra,
DpI (S) punjab Govt.,
Dr Malathy Krishnan, Plof tvtaya
Pandit, pror nN g"krrri from
the CIEFL and Ms
Brinder Aulakh' Dr Sharda
ruutrril. und Ms Revatrri sriniuu, of
the RIE,

chandigarh.
The vc' CIEFL welcomed
the delegates attending the
meeting. After this the various
delegates gave presentations.
Lrt;;;il. three Goli.t .n-r"r, ie ELTI
Support Scheme,
Scheme and priri.ution una
or
Books
scheme were
3::tl.lfentre

pr..il."

one of the resolutions made
was that the cIEFL, RIE chandigarh
and other agencies
to prepare material for sateilite
u.oua.urt.lo u. supporred by the
fi:*.^*ed
GoI

It was resolved that support will
be extended to teacher training
at the primary school
level by preparing mateiiats
fb;p;;;y
school teachers.

one of

the recommendations was
that the north Indian states
the RIE by deputing teachers
for training programmes and

will lend more support to
staffing the Institute.

The District centre for.chandigarh
Institute will be involved i,

will be located in the RIE, chandigarh
and

**:;R.ror...

sli.ffiil'Jrt ;ilffj.J"h
******

*:F*'F*

{<

*rr.* *****

the
person courses
for District centres.

mutual thanks and with thanks
to the Human Resource

* ***{.{.******:r:F:FX****
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A Report on the Ongoing projects at the Institute
The faculty of the RIE has taken up various projects for the academic year 2005-06 to
promote the research skills and material production abilities of the trainees of the
PGCTE Course. Additionally, the report introduces other programmes going on at the
institute.

1. Primary School ELT Project (August 2005-May

2006)

This project focuses on equipping the primary school teachers with the latest methods

of teaching English to young learners. It also guides the teachers in implementing

these techniques in their own classroom. The primary school teachers and students are

invited to the Institute every week for a workshop
teaching/learning English.
2. Establishing a

in

various issues related to

Link with a School for Teaching English

This project aims at establishing a link with a Non-model High/Secondary School to
serve as an English Laboratory for trying out new methodologies practiced at the RIE
and adapting them to suit the learners.

3. Chandigarh- Training on Soft Ski[s (C-TOSS)
The ITES-BPO sector is expected to provide massive employment opportunities for
over 2 million Indians by 2008. The 90 hours course offered at the RId wiil contribute
in enhancing the necessary communication and interpersonal skills of the job

aspirants.

4. Audio Material For Spoken English
The theme of this project is to provide guidance to English language teachers in
pronunciation of words, passages etc. The trainees of the PGCTE Courses
will be
asked to identify words that are difficult from pronunciation point of view,
from the
textbooks. In addition, some passages, dialogues, poems would be identified and

recorded.

5. Research into the Needs of the Srow Learners: Assistance in Language

Training

It has been observed that some children have problems in acquiring language. Their
linguistic ability is hampered due to neurological and psycholinguist[ pioblems,
which results in faulty language learning. This project focuses on preparation and
administration of material to assist the learners in iearning the languagl eifectively.

6. Teaching English

through Storytelling

This project aims at using children stories as material for teaching the language
skills.
exercises / tasks neceJsary for

It focuses on selecting, reading, and preparing
39

q
enhancing the Listening,.Speaking,
Reading and writing skills
trainees at the rnstitute ierect
of the children. The
po.,ir;;Jl;r,?;ii""j'i"T,rildren,s
they develop exercises / tasks
literature and then

i;;;;;;"

7.

LSRw skils.

Edusat programme

To widen the reach of the
RIE il the
Ianguage teachers * i*pu.tirrg
3ortJrgrn region and to assist the English
assisted h;gr;; leaming
-Jiathe Institute has decid".i
z i"".rrirg strategy,
," .8",riu]rte some
the
-oorr..?
EDUSAT
The Institute proposes to
prlgrurn_..
select lessons/uni,. rro- ,rr"'t"*tuook.
respective boards of Haryana
p."..rib"d by the
*J otn", ,"rth-i;;;;ia*". for. preparing teaching
modules and then transmiiting
trr"Loarr", ilrrorgrrlrr*Iu" to

8.

various schoors.

Website

The RIE plans to
-establish its website keeping in line with the advancement
communication technorogy.
in
The objectives-;il"rr"
are
teachers of English
to
interact
with
the
d;j"ct
311Jioiles"ll'u"r, to provide tetp to the teacher trainees who
at RrE u"o ui*-urt".
tr,"jprn.titute, to dispatch
ressons
as a part of its future .or..".,
and to ua'a to faculty
o"*r"p-";.ooo'*-ents

;#;#

ffi'L:T":T:[:

9' Battery of Tests to Assess proficiency
in Engrish (TApE)
Students at all levels require
an asset
this in ,,i"air,"'ilre
project are to provide
opporturlrv

g r*;ffi;:a*,:iffiJnrc:
*

l#Ll'

ffi:Td::n;5."?iil:

ro. utt tt, r"u*Li, Io o"t".rir,e
thiir proficiency
listening' speaking,'reaorrJ
*a writing stilir, u"o.rurrrry and
grammar

and

10. District Centre Scheme
The Institute has ri?g
yp with the
ur{erabad to provide working
infrastructure and all
atmosphere,
,.;;:;;;;istance
in the .-oJtt functioning
1h;
The District cenrre
of
the District
*;;ia op"n.o, tentativeli during
tofl:"
the ironth of April

c*r!
i"

*****tF*x'F:F**x***{<x'r'F{<********r<r<:Fx*****:r:F{<****{<:F**{<**xxx*{<**:r.xrF{<*x<{<***
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Abstract: Thesis Submitted for the Degree of D phil
by Sharda Kaushik
Departures from the Mother variety of English in rndia:
A study of the Need Regarding standardization for Teaching
Purposes
English as a global lingua franca is a reality and there are no two opinions on its
growing importance. But as real is the extensive spread of English at the local levels
in a number of countries, including India, and its subsequent nativization. This study
in its search to explore the possibility of an indigenous contemporary pedagogit
model for the Indian undergraduate leamer examines the different variations (for;g
of English in India. It observes the variations that exist at the regional, social and
situational levels and establishes a direct link between them and the status they enjoy
and the roles (functions) they play. The study conducts an attitudinal (acceptance)
survey with a view to formulating an indigenous model that can be used Uy maian
learners in a Second Language context of English Compulsory courses in fanlaU
University, Chandigarh. A major survey is carried out for the purpose mentioned. The
first section of the survey looks at excerpts drawn from the Indian print media to seek
the opinions of those dealing closely with English-if they will accept such variants
in the pedagogic model. It is argued that the use of such variants may have to be
accepted as an inevitable reality. The second section of the survey samples certain
texts from the current syllabus of BA II, Panjab University, recently published
newspapers, Indian Writings in English, Indian Vernacular Writing in Translation, for
possible inclusion in the syllabus. It elicits the response of those associated with
English on whether the excerpts can be included in the syllabus. In the end the
findings recommend the need to standardize Indian English and evolve an indigenous
contemporary model which includes Indian variants in it, to be used for pedagogic

purposes.

*******{<{<***>k{<****{<****r<**>t******{.*******{<**{<***xxx*****x**xx{<*{<{<{<{<**
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Abstract: Dissertation submitted for the degree
of M phil
by Harmohini

Manju Kapur's Difficult Dauehters: A Semiocultural
Analysis
This study moves away from criticism towards poetics,
so the study conducted is not
about "what the text means" rather "how does
ii meun';, i.e. how the structure unfolds
the meaning' The diagrammatic realization
of the proiorirr" novel is presented in
accordance with the principles laid down
by Greimas. The plot here is not looked at,
as already given rather it is seen as a produtt
of its own evolution. In the novel,
confrontation of the.two opposing forces
self
and other is witnessed. The
protagonist, virmati, attempts to assert
herindividuarity 1ser4 but she is silenced by
repetitive violence by her parents, her family,
her beloved (her husband) and the
society {the other}' The tension between these
two forces creates a vacuum in her life.
She succumbs to silence and refuses to remember
the past. The confrontation of these
two forces creates the third term at the other
orrqiu."..loss of past,,. This
narrative, thus, is an attempt to find that past "ra
by her daughter. It begins at the death of
virmati that marks the beginning of Ida,s ,.ur.h
for thel ,.unknown woman,, (2) that
is' her mother' She digs her motter's relatives'
and friends' memories and visits the
places where she stayed, and lost
herself. By connecting s.rie, of events ,,.itt
irr. n.tp
of imagination and by visualizing virmati
in all places IJ situations where she lost
her past, she herself experienceslhat loss.
virmati's silence gains eloquence when her
thoughts are given yolds by her daughter
in the form of narrative. Her repressed
desires emerge out in the narrativ" *"h.,
Ida herself .*p".i.r..s the .negation, of
(deniar of the self) that takes shape
of silence anJ ro., of past Ii vi..uti,,

ilf."'"",

Thus' the absent fourth term comes to the
centre of the stage: Discovery of past.
The
plot is nothing but an attempt to give virmati
rr". roripuriida works through
selection and rejection of miterial until
an adequat"
has been realized
terms of narrative material. The opposition
.self and .other, in
between"*bodi-ent
t*o
ror."s
creates their own negation by working
one another which emerge out as ,loss
of past,
and 'discovery of past', when these t,,io
terms are generated the novel ends. The
narrative ends with: 'Now live in it, Mama,
and leave me be. Do not haunt me any
more" (259). So, with the discovery of the past,
the semiotlc square too is completed
and the novel comes to an end' tne roilowing
is the diagrammatic representation of
the narrative as analyzed by the Greimas
Square.
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DISCOVERY OF PAST

LOSS OF PAST
Further the analysis is conducted on lines of Roland Barthes, demystification of
connotation and denotation, the analysis of power structures that govern the society
are given. These structures are the ones which govern the literary texts too. Niall Lucy
looks at 'langue' as world organization whose function is to guard exclusive interest
which is power. Similarly, the patriarchy makes social structure, the aim of whose
norns being same as langue which is to guard exclusive interest of the patriarchy. In
this social structure the powerful make rules to subjugate the powerless and the
powerless too participate in the process of oppression taking it as natural.

Manju Kapur shows tremendous skill in portraying the power structure of
patriarchal society by showing the oppression of women from 1904 to present day. A
diagrammatic presentation of the social system in the narrative shows that the
patriarchy uses women as instrument of oppression of other women by making them
believe that their oppression is natural and their subordinate position is "God -gifted."
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l.
SOCIAL SYSTEM
SUBJUGATED WOMEN

Patriarchy
The Instruments used by patriarchy

Kasturi's Uncle

Kasturi

Kasturi's Mother

Virmati

Kasturi

Suraj Prakash
Professor Harish

.-_---+

Ganga

Her mother in law
Children from Harish,s

first marriage
Her Husband

Virmati

This analysis moved quite far from the traditional
interpretation towards a
different kind of realization olthe text.
But there is un u*u."n.ss that this analysis
is.
from a certain point of view' So no critic
has privileg"au"""r, to the truth and
that
such
a
kind of analysis is just an interpretation
of a certain type, to which certain value is
attached, nothing more, nothing less.
*:t {<**
'r'***'t<*x rFt x*{.:F*{.:F{<{<*
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Question Box
Vandana Lunyal
Mona
1.

what is neutral accent which is so much talked about in Bpo industry?

With the boom in the BPO industry the Indian workforce is catering to clients not only in
Europe but also in America and Australia. In this scenario, it becomes absolutely
imperative to have some standardized English usage. This is achieved by neutral accent.
A speaker is said to have a neutral accent if it's not possible for the listener to make out
which part of the world the speaker is from.
Acquiring a neutral accent means getting rid of MTI (Mother Tongue Influence). This is
- working on pronunciation and tone. For correction of
pronunciation, the first step is to make the students aware of the problem by making them
listen to a native speaker (a cassette recording) or the teacher can model standard English
usage. Next is helping students produce the correct sound, which can be done by mouth
diagrams showing the position and movement of the tongue and also inflow or outflow of
the air. The rest is practice. Once initiated in class, the students can be given some
minimal pairs like sip/ship, sow/show, sue/shoe, sun/shun. Even tongue twisters come
handy in practicing different sounds. The second step involves working on stress and
intonation. Since English is a stress based language some activities explaining and
practicing ihe intonation pattern in different contexts can be used. The practice in the
class may be graded. It may graduate from the level of sound to word to phrase to
sentence to connected speech.

a twin pronged approach

The accent of educated Indians with minimum traces of mother tongue influence comes
very near to the neutral accent.
2. Is

it important to Indianise or regionalize the contents when teaching English?

When teaching English as a second language one has to make a very judicious use of the
contents. If the content is totally Indianised or regionalized, some details could be lost.
For example when teaching vocabulary on Public Transpoilation Systems, it is perfectly
justified to mention cycle rickshaws, autos or buses. However, it would not be justified if
we ignore trams, subways or underground, which are not so common in India. On the
contrary if the content is not regionalized, the students might not be able to produce
language relevant to our own Indian context. As commonly observed among students,
whenever asked about seasons, the prompt answer is
- spring, summer, autumn and
winter. Interestingly, the monsoons, which have a very significant presence in Indian
season cycle generally do not get mentioned by the students. So the responsibility lies on
the teachers to be discrete about how to manipulate contents for effective
teaching/learning.
tf **'l'**x<x*{<*{<**:&******{<*****,t
*********:t***,r**r.**rr*******{<*******t<*r<{.*****
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Book Reviews
Kaushik, Sharda, Script to Screen.
Macmillan India Ltd., New Delhi,2002

Rs.l95lWith the number of hours spent before the television increasing steadily, the attempt is no
longer to assert the unparalleled influence of the visual medium over its audience. The
need now is to train a skilled workforce which can develop programs, techniques and
software that entertain as they educate. This book is an attempt to train such a workforce.
Designed to address the students directly, this book introduces learners to different genre
of T.V journalism i.e News, Documentaries Interviews, Shows etc. It also trains them to

identify news, to ask the right questions, to think visually, to script, to use voice and
speech for greater impact and establishes the importance of body language .
Each chapter of the book comes loaded with numerous practical exercises using material
from print, Audio & video programmes. These chapters demand applications of a variety
of skills & abilities, Such as listening, speaking, reading & writing.

This book adopts an interactive learner-centered approach which makes reading

a

pleasure and learning an interesting experience.

Shivinder Kang.
Skehon, Peter, A Cognitive Approach To Language Learning
Oxford U.P New York: 2001
The price Quoted is 1460/This book focuses on the views which according to the author have not been addressed in

second"language acquisition and pedagogy. Firstly, the significance of contemporary
cognitive psychology in language learning is addressed. Chapters l-7 of the book focus
on fundamental concepts in psycholinguistics and its applications to instructions and
testing. Secondly, it studies the contrast between learners' similarities and differences.
Chapters 8-11 lay emphasis on the learners' differences. In this book pedagogy is firmly
rooted in the theory and emphasis is on practical application of the themes (given in this
book) in task-based leaming and language testing .
Harmohini

Tickoo, M.L. Teaching And Learning English: A Source Book For Teachers And
Teacher- Trainers. Orient Longman, New Delhi :2004.
It is priced at Rs.325lThis book is the result of extensive research by the author and is largely based on his
understanding of language classrooms and their environment in large parts of South and
South East Asia.
He has designed a methodology for teachers who teach English in a learning environment
where English usage is restricted to the classrooms. The tasks which use individual work,
dyads and group discussions involve the reader. "Act and Reflect" portions of the
reader friendly book enable the readers to reflect on the various issues at every stage and
to draw from their own experiences.
Harmohini.
*.rt({<**{<{.*{<*rF*{<*{<t r.*{<{.{.**<*t{<***r8{.*rf
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ABOUT FELT
'FELT' is a journal for all those interested in the teaching and learning of English. It is
designed to serve as a medium for exchanging ideas, sharing experiences and discussing
common problems related to the Theory and Practice of English Language Teaching.

Contributions to'FELT'
Contributions are welcome from anyone involved in the teaching of English. We are
primarily interested in articles related to Language leaming and teaching with focus on
the actual classroom situation. We also welcome articles which highlight new
developments in the field of English language teaching.
Manuscripts should be typed in double space on one side of the page. A soft copy of the
article should also be sent along with the manuscript. A copy of the article can also be
sent through email.
Contributors are advised to retain a copy of the article sent for publication.

All contributions will

be gratefully acknowledged and all possible attempts made to

incorporate them in the 'FELT'.

Contribution should be sent to:
The Chief Editor, 'FELT', Regional Institute of English, Sector 32-C, Chandigarh.

OR
You can e-mail your contributions (advance copy) to vandana24200t@yahoo,.co.in
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